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Microcracks are the main seepage channels and reservoir space for oil and gas in
dense sandstone reservoirs, and the degree of development dominates the reservoir’s
high and stable production capacity. A new method has been devised to address the
lack of quantitative identification and characterization methods for microcrack
networks. The method is based on core stress sensitivity, permeability anisotropy,
and two-phase seepage rule testing. By improving upon the traditional black oil
model, this method can accurately calculate the impact that microcracks of varying
degrees of development have on the capacity of tight oil reservoirs. The study shows
that 1) the higher the degree of microcrack development, the stronger the reservoir
stress sensitivity and the greater the permeability anisotropy. As the degree of
microcrack development increases, the irreducible water saturation decreases, the
residual oil saturation gradually increases, and the oil–water two-phase co-infiltration
zone becomes more extensive and smaller. The degree of microcrack development
in tight reservoirs can be characterized based on the seepage characteristic
parameters; 2) a microcrack characterization method and classification criteria
have been established. It is based on stress sensitivity coefficients, permeability
anisotropy parameters, and phase seepage characteristics in cores with different
microcrack development degrees. For the first time, the method enables a
macroscopic-level description of microcrack seepage; 3) numerical calculations
show that the degree of microcrack development significantly affects the
reservoir’s oil production and water production. The higher the degree of
microcrack development, the higher the reservoir’s initial oil production and
cumulative oil production. However, when the degree of microcrack development
is too high, the microcracks are connected, thus exhibiting the nature of large
fractures. This strengthens the bypassing communication effect and causes the
microscopic inhomogeneity to strengthen, the oil production decreases rapidly,
and water production increases quickly at the later stage. This research result
enriches the reservoir microcrack characterization and evaluation system, which
has essential theoretical guidance and practical significance for the rational and
effective development of tight oil and tight sandstone gas.
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1 Introduction

Tight oil is an essential part of unconventional oil and gas
resources and a vital replacement field for future oil and gas storage
and production, and its reasonable and efficient development is an
essential guarantee for the Chinese energy security strategy (Xu
et al., 2018; Gao H and Li H,2016; Wang J et al., 2020). Tight oil
reservoirs have low permeability and are dense, and the degree of
microcrack development is crucial in determining whether it can
obtain high and stable production. The presence of microcracks can,
on one hand, significantly improve the matrix percolation capacity
of tight reservoirs, bridge the natural fracture and artificial fracture
network, and increase the improvement effect of hydraulic
fracturing reservoirs. When microcracks are present in the
matrix, the permeability of the reservoir will be substantially
increased, and the contribution of microcracks to permeability is
more than 80%. Under the same porosity, the permeability of
microcrack development can be more than two orders of
magnitude higher than that of undeveloped microcrack rock
samples (Li X et al., 2019; Hu J et al., 2020; Li X et al., 2020).
The presence of microcracks makes the fluid in tight sandstone
reservoirs flow across fluidic states, and the mass flows across fluids
is often calculated by apparent seepage (Pudji P et al., 2022; Wu
et al., 2021; Wu Z et al., 2021). On the other hand, microcracks can
be used as hydrocarbon reservoir space and increase the proportion
of movable fluid in the reservoir, but it is less than the contribution
rate of the reservoir matrix to porosity (Fu J et al., 2020). Therefore,
identifying and characterizing microcracks are essential for
predicting the “sweet spot” and establishing a high-production
well model for tight oil development.

The study of natural microcracks can be traced back to the era of
transmission light (TL) microscope around 1850, and then the
scanning electron microscope (SEM) became a widely studied
tool around 1960. Another milestone is the application of cold
cathode cathodoluminescence (CL) and SEM-based
cathodoluminescence in the study of sealed microcracks (Anders
et al., 2014). In terms of recent research onmicrocracks, microcracks
have mainly been identified by direct observation of microcracks in
the reservoir by scanning electron microscopy and thin section
identification. In addition, the transverse and longitudinal ultrasonic
test method and the permeability anomaly method can indirectly
determine the existence of microcracks. However, because
microcracks are too small, conventional logging methods can
only identify natural cracks, but not microcracks (Scholle and
Ulmer-Scholle, 2003; Ougier-Simonin A et al., 2018; Ezati M
et al., 2018; Li T et al., 2021).

The research on microcracks is still in the early exploration
stage, and the related research work is still in the initial stage. The
description of microcracks is still mainly qualitative, and the
quantitative description of microcracks is relatively rare and only
in the attempt stage, mainly with the help of the piezometric curve,
thin section observation, and fractal technique to quantitatively
characterize microcracks. The mercury pressure curve method
uses the pore-throat radius corresponding to the diagonal
segment in the capillary pressure curve to be equivalent to the
effective pore-throat radius and studies the relationship between
permeability and effective pore-throat radius to calculate the
contribution of microcracks to permeability according to the

cumulative permeability contribution calculation method (Zang S
et al., 2012; Yu X,2009; Dong F et al., 2019). Other scholars studied
coalbedmethane reservoirs using the mercury pressure curve model.
They judged the developmental range of microcracks by exploring
the different influence rules of microcracks on mercury inlet and
mercury withdrawal processes (Gu Y et al., 2017). Thin section
observation describes microcracks by observing physical
information such as the length, width, and orientation of
microcracks (Wang R et al., 2008). There are relatively more
studies using fractal techniques to characterize microcracks. It
was found that the openness of microcracks has uniformity with
the opening of fractures and can be fitted using regression. The fitted
functions are logarithmic distribution (Hooker J et al., 2012), power
rule distribution (Guerriero V et al., 2010; Hooker J et al., 2011; Le
Garzic et al., 2011), exponential distribution (Deschamps A et al.,
2007), normal distribution (Hooker J et al., 2014), and gamma
distribution (Sornette D and Sornette A,1999). In addition, Tao (Li T
et al., 2021) used numerical algorithms to construct fractured and
fractured-pore porous media models. They introduced fracture
network connectivity coefficients to quantitatively characterize
microcrack network connectivity and strike factors to reveal the
mechanism of microcrack network influence on rock permeability.
Pudji P et al. (2022) first identified microcracks in carbonate
reservoirs using core description and thin section observation.
Then, the microcracks were characterized by geometric
classification of pore space and lithological analysis data. Finally,
experimental data are analyzed for inflow-type microcracks, and
permeability prediction equations are developed. Some scholars also
describe the essential characteristics of a single microcrack by using
the length of the break, the roughness of the fracture surface, the
roundaboutness of the fracture, and the inclination angle (Li Wei
et al., 2017; Zhang Ge et al., 2019; Qu Guanzheng et al., 2016).

Microcracks are a crucial factor affecting the development effect
of tight oil reservoirs, so establishing effective characterization
methods for microcracks has important guiding significance for
field development. Literature research shows that the research on
quantitative characterization of microcracks in dense sandstone
reservoirs is still in the early exploration stage. The description of
microcracks is still mainly carried out by testing the geochemical
parameters of microcracks through scanning electron microscopy
and mercury compression techniques, and there needs to be more
effective means to quantitatively characterize microcrack networks.
Therefore, it is necessary to characterize microcracks according to
the seepage characteristics of tight sandstone reservoirs to achieve a
more effective reference to the tight oil development process. To this
end, this study first conducted experiments to test the stress
sensitivity, permeability anisotropy, and two-phase percolation
rule in cores with different microcrack development degrees.
Then, based on the summary of flow rules, an innovative idea of
microcrack description at the seepage level is proposed, and a
microcrack characterization method based on characteristic
seepage parameters is established. Finally, the microcrack
characterization method combines a flow, continuity, state, and
boundary condition auxiliary equation; permeability anisotropy and
seepage rule anisotropy are considered. By assigning values to the
permeability and phase percolation curve characteristics and
microcrack stress sensitivity data in different directions, the
numerical simulation calculates the influence rule of microcracks
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with varying degrees of development on the production capacity of
tight oil reservoirs.

2 Experimental sections

2.1 Experimental procedure

2.1.1 Stress sensitivity test
In this paper, the experimental conditions are improved

based on the previous work, and the axial stress is added on
the basis of the original variable fluid pressure experimental
method to realize the test of percolation capacity in the range
of effective stress from compressive stress to tensile stress. The
flowchart of the experiment is shown in Figure 1, which aims to
more realistically approach the stress change process in the
formation and realize the stress sensitivity study of the whole
process.

The cores are outcrops of the Yanchang Formation 7-layer tight
sand reservoir of the Yanchang Formation in the Ordos Basin. The
six cores used in the experiment are taken from the same rock to
ensure their similar properties. All six cores are matrix cores. Cores
4–6 were pretreated to produce microcracks by the proposed triaxial

stress shear seam-making method to obtain cores with different
degrees of microcrack development. The fundamental core data of
the six core samples are listed in Table 1.

FIGURE 1
Experimental flowchart.

TABLE 1 Core basic data in the stress sensitivity test.

Core no. Length/
cm

Diameter/
cm

Porosity/
%

Initial
permeability/mD

The growth rate of core permeability with
fractures/%

1 5.01 2.55 10.46 0.48 /

2 5.00 2.56 10.52 0.46 /

3 5.16 2.55 10.59 0.42 /

4 5.02 2.48 11.36 0.45 93%

5 5.02 2.48 11.59 0.40 84%

6 5.07 2.47 10.52 0.43 79%

FIGURE 2
Picture of the flat plate while cutting online.
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The improved variable fluid pressure experiment explores the
stress sensitivity of cores with different degrees of microcrack
development and the dynamic opening conditions of
microcracks. In the experiment, the confining pressure was set
to 15 MPa, and the axial pressure was set to 0, 10, 20, and 30 MPa.

2.1.2 Permeability anisotropy test
This section investigates the effect of microcracks on

permeability anisotropy. The experimental rock samples are
taken from the flat outcrop cores of the Yanchang Formation 7-
layer tight sand reservoir of the Extension Formation in the Ordos

Basin. The experimental procedure was as follows: first, a wire cutter
cuts the flat plate model into small square cores (Figure 2). Then, the
square cores were seam-formed using a large triaxial compressor
(Figure 3). Finally, the permeability along the direction of the
microcracks and the direction perpendicular to the microcracks
were tested (Figure 4) to compare the pattern of the effect of
microcracks on the anisotropy of permeability.

2.1.3 Oil–water two-phase test
This section focuses on the effect of microcracks in dense

sandstone on the oil–water phase percolation curve. The six
cores used in the experiment are all matrix cores. The cores were
pretreated to produce microcracks by using the proposed triaxial
stress shear seam-making method (Wu et al., 2021) to obtain cores
with different degrees of microcrack development. The fundamental
core data of the six core samples are listed in Table 2.

(1) Establishing the saturation of irreducible water;
(2) Determining the oil phase permeability in the irreducible water

state;
(3) Carrying out the water-driven oil experiment and recording the

experimental parameters such as the time of seeping water, the
accumulated oil production at the time of seeping water, the
accumulated liquid production, and the repulsion pressure
difference of the rock sample;

(4) At the early stage of seeping water, the record of experimental
data was encrypted. With the decline of oil output, the recording
time gradually increases, and the experiment is terminated when
the water content reaches 99.5%.

2.2 Analysis of experimental results

2.2.1 The influence of microcracks on stress
sensitivity

In previous studies Wu et al. (2021), we conducted stress
sensitivity experiments under different axial pressures using self-
designed stress sensitivity equipment with axial compression for
microcrack tight sandstone reservoirs. Furthermore, the TPHM
model was introduced to describe the stress based on the
properties of microcracks and pores. The research results
indicate that for pure matrix cores, as the fluid pressure
increases, the permeability shows a slowly increasing trend,
and the maximum permeability increase rate does not exceed
20%. For cores containing microcracks, when the axial pressure is
less than 30 MPa, the permeability slowly increases with the
increase in fluid pressure. When the axial pressure is 30 MPa,
the permeability change is divided into two stages. As shown in
Figure 5, the first stage is the closure of microcracks under
compressive stress, at which point the influence of
microcracks on seepage capacity is limited. The permeability
shows a slowly increasing trend with the increase of fluid
pressure, and the second stage is the rapid increase of
permeability after the microcracks are opened. The second
stage is the rapid increase in permeability after the opening of
microcracks, and two straight lines can describe these two stages.
The higher the degree of microcrack development, the larger the
slope of the straight line in the second stage and the greater the

FIGURE 3
GCTS triaxial compressor (model RTRX-210-100).

FIGURE 4
Representative pictures of rock sample coring.
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stress sensitivity. Therefore, the development degree of
microcracks in tight sandstone reservoirs can be evaluated and
characterized based on stress-sensitive parameters of the
reservoir.

2.2.2 The influence of microcracks on the
anisotropy of permeability

According to the method shown in Figure 4, first, the fractured
massive flat small core is drilled along the microcrack direction and the

TABLE 2 Core basic data in the oil–water two-phase test.

Core no. Length/
cm

Diameter/
cm

Porosity/
%

Initial
permeability/mD

The growth rate of core permeability with
fractures/%

65-1 4.98 2.49 11.89 0.95 /

65-2 4.98 2.50 12.04 0.98 22.56%

65-3 5.01 2.51 12.14 1.01 35.04%

65-4 5.00 2.48 11.96 0.97 52.89%

65-5 5.02 2.50 12.21 1.00 66.83%

65-6 4.99 2.51 12.18 0.95 86.33%

The experimental fluids used in this part include brine and simulated oil. Brine is a laboratory-prepared 50,000 ppm mixture, and the viscosity of simulated oil is 3 mPa−s. Experimental

operations include the following steps:

FIGURE 5
Permeability variation curve of cores with different microcrack development degrees.
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vertical microcrack direction to drill the small columnar core. Then, we
tested the permeability of the small columnar core, and the results are
shown in Figure 6 and Table 3. As can be seen from the chart, when the
strain in the core fracturing process is less than 0.3%, the permeability of
small columnar cores along the fracturing direction is not much
different from that in the vertical fracturing direction, and the ratio
is between 1.02 and 1.11. This result indicates the absence ofmicrocrack
generation during the process. When the strain in the process of core
fracture is more significant than 0.3%, the permeability of the small
columnar core in the fracture direction is more significant than that in
the vertical direction. With the increase in the core fracture degree, the
permeability in the fracture direction increases gradually. The rate of
increase is rapid, while the permeability in the vertical direction changes
slowly. When the ratio of the microcrack direction to the vertical
direction is between 1.17 and 2.27, the directionality of reservoir
permeability increases with the fracture. This result shows that
microcracks in the matrix core are the main seepage channels that
affect permeability. The more microcracks develop, the greater the
contribution rate to the permeability along the development direction of
microcracks. The contribution to the permeability perpendicular to the
development direction of microcracks is minimal, and the influence is
limited. It also proves that microcracks significantly increase the
permeability anisotropy of tight sandstone reservoirs.

2.2.3 The influence of microcracks on oil–water
two-phase seepage

The experiment was carried out using the unsteady method. The
experimental data were processed by the “J.B.N” method to obtain
the relative permeability, and then the relationship curve between oil
and water relative permeability and water saturation was drawn. See
Table 4 or the statistical table of the characteristic values of relative
permeability of the 6 cores.

The resulting relative permeability curves are shown in
Figure 7.

From the aforementioned experimental data, it can be found
that the phase permeability curves comparing cores with different
microcrack development degrees have the following characteristics:

(1) With the increase of the microcrack development degree of
core samples, the irreducible water saturation gradually
decreases and the residual oil saturation gradually increases;

(2) When the microcrack development degree of core samples is
less than 66.83% in the growth rate of seam formation
permeability, with the increase of microcracks development
degree, the oil–water;

(3) With the increase of microcrack development, the water-phase
relative permeability curve gradually changes to a down-concave
type, and the absolute value of the highest water-phase relative
permeability increases significantly. When there are no
microcracks or the degree of microcrack development is low,
the water-phase relative permeability curve is up-convex;

(4) With the increase of microcrack development in core samples,
the oil-phase relative permeability decreases faster, and the
water-phase saturation of the isotonic point decreases.

The aforementioned realized data phenomena are analyzed: 1)
microcracks in core samples significantly reduce the seepage
resistance of fluids in tight sandstone oil reservoirs and enhance
the flow capacity of fluids. Under a specific repulsion pressure
difference condition, the irreducible water saturation decreases
with the increase of microcrack development; 2) Microcracks, as
themain seepage channel of tight sandstone oil reservoirs, are a way to
conventional pore seepage capacity. Therefore, it effectively improves
the seepage capacity of the tight reservoir and increases the oil drive
efficiency. However, when the degree of microcrack development is
too large, the microcracks in the reservoir connect, thus exhibiting the
nature of large fractures. This property makes the bypassing
communication effect stronger and causes the microscopic
inhomogeneity to strengthen, thus leading to the reduction of oil
drive efficiency. This is the reason why the two-phase co-infiltration
zone first becomes wider and then narrower with the degree of
microcrack development; 3) the existence of microcracks effectively
improves the role of capillary resistance in the repelling process, thus
changing the shape of the curve and improving the flow capacity of oil
and water.

In summary, microcracks, as the main seepage channel in tight
sandstone oil reservoirs, can effectively increase the water-phase
seepage capacity and reduce the permeability limit of reservoir
water-driven oil recovery. However, the over-development of
microcracks will strengthen the bypassing communication effect
and cause the microscopic non-homogeneity to strengthen, thus
reducing oil driving efficiency. The macroscopic level shows high
initial production and a rapid decrease.

3 Theory model

3.1 Concept model

In this section, the seepage characteristics of microcracks in dense
sandstone reservoirs are described by the seepage characteristic
parameters such as stress sensitivity, permeability anisotropy, and
phase permeability rule. The microcracks are characterized, and the
characterization method can be numerically established as a
corresponding mathematical model. We use the black oil model as
the basis, and the specific mathematical model is as follows:

FIGURE 6
Microcrack development degree versus permeability curve.
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−∇ · ρovo( ) + qo � ∂ ϕρoSo( )
∂t

(1)

−∇ · ρwvw( ) + qw � ∂ ϕρwSw( )
∂t

(2)

where ρo and ρw are the densities of the oil andwater phases, respectively;
So and Sw are the saturations of the oil and water phases, respectively; φ is
the porosity; vo and vw are the seepage velocities of the oil and water
phases, respectively, and the expressions for the seepage velocities of the
oil and water phases are of the following forms, respectively:

TABLE 3 Experimental core base parameters.

Core no. Strain/% Permeability/mD Horizontal permeability/vertical permeability

1-1 0.1 0.4951 1.0227

1-2 0.1 0.4841

2-1 0.15 0.5014 1.0117

2-2 0.15 0.4956

3-1 0.2 0.5178 1.0272

3-2 0.2 0.5041

4-1 0.25 0.5345 1.0549

4-2 0.25 0.5067

5-1 0.3 0.5648 1.1103

5-2 0.3 0.5087

6-1 0.35 0.6014 1.1696

6-2 0.35 0.5142

7-1 0.4 0.6541 1.2823

7-2 0.4 0.5101

8-1 0.45 0.7256 1.3916

8-2 0.45 0.5214

9-1 0.5 0.8014 1.5279

9-2 0.5 0.5245

10-1 0.55 0.9124 1.7212

10-2 0.55 0.5301

11-1 0.6 1.078 2.0545

11-2 0.6 0.5247

12-1 0.65 1.214 2.2730

12-2 0.65 0.5341

TABLE 4 Statistical table of characteristic values of the permeability curve for samples with different degrees of microcrack development.

Core no. The growth rate of core permeability with
fractures (%)

Irreducible water
saturation (%)

Residual oil
saturation

Maximum water
permeability/mD

65-1 / 0.41 0.300 0.180

65-2 22.56% 0.38 0.280 0.221

65-3 35.04% 0.36 0.336 0.278

65-4 52.89% 0.34 0.362 0.279

65-5 66.83% 0.34 0.368 0.248

65-6 86.33% 0.331 0.369 0.425
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vo � kro
μo

k · ∇ψo (3) vw � krw
μw

k · ∇ψw (4)

FIGURE 7
Oil–water two-phase relative permeability curves.
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where k is the permeability; kro and krw are the relative permeability
of the oil and water phases, respectively; and ψ is the fluid flow
potential, defined as

ψo � Po − ρogD (5)
ψw � Pw − ρwgD (6)

where q0 and qw are the source and sink terms for the oil and water
phases, respectively.

In addition, to form a closed system of equations, some auxiliary
equations are needed as follows:

So + Sw � 1 (7)
Po � Pw + Pcow (8)
kro � kro Sw( ) (9)
krw � krw Sw( ). (10)

For the above oil–water two-phase mathematical model,
numerical discretization is performed to obtain the following
numerical discretization format:

∑
m∈ηn

ρoλo( )t+1nm+1
2
γt+1nm ψt+1

om − ψt+1
on( )[ ] + Vqi( )t+1n

� VϕρoSo( )t+1n − VϕρoSo( )tn
Δt , (11)

∑
m∈ηn

ρwλw( )t+1nm+1
2
γt+1nm ψt+1

wm − ψt+1
wn( )[ ] + Vqw( )t+1n

� VϕρwSw( )t+1n − VϕρwSw( )tn
Δt (12)

where λ is the flow rate and its expression is
λo,nm+1/2 � (kro/μo)nm+1/2, λw,nm+1/2 � (krw/μw)nm+1/2; γ is the
conduction coefficient and its expression is γnm � Anmknm+1/2

dn+dm , Anm is
the area of the interface between grid n and m; knm+1/2 is some average
of the grid n with m permeability; dn and dm are the distances of grid n
and m centers from interfaces, respectively.

Based on the aforementioned numerical discretization format,
the corresponding residual forms are constructed as follows:

Rt+1
o,n � ∑

m∈ηn

ρoλo( )t+1nm+1
2
γt+1nm ψt+1

om − ψt+1
on( )[ ] + Vqi( )t+1n

− VϕρoSo( )t+1n − VϕρoSo( )tn
Δt (13)

Rt+1
w,n � ∑

m∈ηn

ρwλw( )t+1nm+1
2
γt+1nm ψt+1

wm − ψt+1
wn( )[ ] + Vqw( )t+1n

− VϕρwSw( )t+1n − VϕρwSw( )tn
Δt (14)

The above equations are nonlinear systems of equations, which
can be solved by Newton’s iterative method, corresponding to the
following solution format:

∑
k

∂Rt+1
k,n Xt+1

p( )
∂xk

δxk,p+1 � −Rt+1
k,n Xt+1

p( ) (15)

where the Jacobian matrix can be obtained by performing the
following equation:

∂Rt+1
k,n Xt+1

p( )
∂xk

� Rt+1
k,n Xt+1

p + Δxk( ) − Rt+1
k,n Xt+1

p( )
Δxk

(16)

3.2 Governing equations modification

The numerical simulation of oil–water two-phase flow in the
reservoir can be realized by solving the previously mentioned system
of equations. However, this model only applies to the numerical
simulation of conventional reservoir development. However, for
dense sandstone reservoirs, the matrix is denser. Microcracks are
commonly developed in which specific mechanisms influence the
oil–water flow. The dynamic changes of microcracks in the reservoir
also have a more noticeable impact on the oil–water flow, so the
aforementioned mathematical model should be modified accordingly.

It is known from the previous study that we can characterize
microcracks in tight sandstone oil reservoirs using seepage
characteristic parameters such as stress sensitivity, permeability
anisotropy, and oil–water two-phase seepage rule. Therefore, the
mathematical model can be modified by considering the influence of
seepage parameters to describe microcrack characteristics and, thus,
characterize microcracks using the mathematical model. This
modification of the previously mentioned mathematical model is
mainly for the part of the mobility equation, and the specific
modified parts are as follows:

The flow equation is as follows:

vox � kx p( )krox Δp − pox( )
μolx

(17)

vwx � kx p( )krwx Δp − pwx( )
μwlx

(18)

voy �
ky p( )kroy Δp − poy( )

μoly
(19)

vwy � ky p( )krwy Δp − pwy( )
μwly

(20)

voz � kz p( )kroz Δp − poz( )
μolz

(21)

vwz � kz p( )krwz Δp − pwz( )
μwlz

(22)

The continuity equation is as follows:

∂ ρoϕso( )
∂t

+ ∇ · ρovo( ) � ρoqo (23)
∂ ρwϕsw( )

∂t
+ ∇ ρwvw( ) � ρwqw (24)

3.2.1 Two-stage stress sensitivity characteristic
curve

The permeability in the aforementioned oil–water two-phase
flow mathematical model is constant. It does not change with
pressure change during development, which is more reasonable
in conventional reservoirs. Due to the matrix’s compactness and
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microcrack development, tight sandstone reservoirs have specific
stress-sensitivity characteristics, that is, the permeability of the
reservoir will evolve dynamically with the development process.
Because of this phenomenon, the original model is modified, that is,
the permeability of the reservoir is assigned according to the two-
stage rule studied previously. Before the simulation, the reservoir
permeability data under different tight sandstone reservoirs must be

given. In the calculation process, the permeability parameters of
each grid are obtained by interpolation through the pressure level of
each grid. The mathematical expression is as follows:

kp � k0 + A1 P − P1( ) P<Pf( ) (25)
kp � k0 + A1 Pf − P1( ) + A2 P≥Pf( ) (26)

FIGURE 8
Input data graph.
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where kp is the reservoir permeability, mD; k0 is the initial
reservoir permeability, mD; A1 is the slope of the first straight
line, which is only related to the nature of the core itself and not
to the degree of microcrack development; A2 is the slope of the
second straight line, which is mainly related to the degree of
microcrack development, and the higher the degree of
microcrack development, the greater the slope of the straight
line; p is the pore pressure of the reservoir, MPa; p1 is the initial

reservoir pressure, MPa; pf is the pressure value of microcracks’
restart in the tight sandstone oil reservoir, MPa.

3.2.2 Permeability anisotropy
As the permeability of themicrocrack dense sandstone reservoir has

strong anisotropic characteristics when microcracks are developed in
the reservoir, the permeability along the microcrack development
direction gradually increases with the increase of the microcrack

FIGURE 8
(Continued)
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development degree. The rate of increase becomes significant, while the
permeability perpendicular to the microcrack development direction
does not change much. In response to this phenomenon, the original
model was modified, and the specific modifications are as follows:

kx � kp P( ) (27)
ky � ky P( ) (28)

where kx is the permeability along the microcrack development
direction, mD; ky is the permeability perpendicular to the
microcrack development direction, mD.

3.2.3 Phase percolation characteristic curve
Sincemicrocracks aremore developed in tight sandstone reservoirs,

especially when microcracks have a specific development direction, the
flow of multiphase fluids in different directions will show different
characteristics. Using the same set of phase percolation curves cannot
accurately describe the influence of microcracks on the flow pattern of
multiphase fluids. In order to solve this problem, the aforementioned
model can bemodified to realize the use of two sets of phase percolation
curves in different x and y directions to describe the characteristics of
microcracks.

3.3 Calculation process for the theorymodel

The model considers permeability anisotropy, seepage rule
anisotropy, and stress sensitivity of dynamic microcracks. Using the
mathematical model, microcracks can be equivalently characterized by
assigning values to permeability in different directions, phase seepage
curves, and stress sensitivity data considering microcracks retensioning
and brought to the aforementioned model for calculation. The
aforementioned mathematical model is programmed using
MATLAB software.

In calculating the model, the seepage characteristics of microcracks
in tight sandstone reservoirs need to be considered. The data of stress
sensitivity curves in different directions and oil-water phase seepage
curves in different directions representing the characteristics of
microcracks are input in the initial stage. The specific data curves
are shown in Figure 8. The corresponding model parameters of tight
sandstone reservoirs are shown in Table 5.

4 Results and discussion

Five datasets representing different degrees of microcrack
development were calculated using the model, representing

undeveloped microcracks, microcrack development degree I,
microcrack development degree II, microcrack development degree
III, andmicrocrack development degree IV. In the program calculation,
the directionality of seepage can set different stress sensitivity data and
phase seepage curves in the x and y directions, for example, the model
data of undeveloped microcracks in the x direction and the data
representing different degrees of microcrack development in the y
direction. The calculation generated the daily oil production
simulation, daily water production simulation, cumulative oil
production simulation, and water content simulation, and the
simulation results are shown in Figure 9. The figure shows that 1)
the daily oil production shows a high and fast decreasing trend at the
initial stage and stable production at the later stage. In the early stage of
mining, the daily oil production of themicrocrack developed reservoir is
higher than that of the undeveloped microcrack reservoir. The daily oil
production of the reservoir shows an increasing and then decreasing
trendwith the increase ofmicrocrack development.With the increase of
mining time, the daily oil production of the overdeveloped reservoir is
gradually lower than that of the underdeveloped reservoir, and the
higher the degree of microcrack development and the earlier the time,
the lower the final production; 2) the daily water production of the
microcrack developed reservoir is at a relatively low level at the early
stage of mining and changes relatively slowly, and with the increase of
time, the water production gradually increases. The greater the degree of
microcrack development, the greater the degree of microcrack
development, the greater the water production, and the faster the
water production increases in the later stage; 3) it can be seen from
the cumulative oil production graph that when the degree ofmicrocrack
development is too high, its final oil recovery is lower than that of the
undeveloped microcrack reservoir. When the microcrack development
is controlled within a specific range, the final oil recovery is higher than
that of the undeveloped microcrack undeveloped reservoir; 4) it can be
seen from the water content simulation graph that as the degree of
microcrack development increases, the water content of the recovered
fluid increases significantly.

Analysis of the phenomena simulated by the previously
mentioned model: microcracks in dense sandstone oil reservoirs
increase the space for fluid flow, reduces the capillary resistance
during the flow of oil and water in both phases, and enhances the
flow capacity of oil and water, which makes oil production at the
early stage of extraction higher than that of the reservoir with
undeveloped microcracks. The dense nature of the pore-throat
structure of dense reservoirs limits the oil supply capacity of the
matrix when the oil is in large fractures and microcracks in the
reservoir. When the oil in the large fractures and microcracks in the
reservoir is extracted, the oil in the matrix is not supplied in time due
to the limited flow capacity, making daily oil production drop

TABLE 5 Model parameters of tight sandstone reservoir.

Model parameter Value Model parameter Value

Model size 800 m × 600 m × 10 m Porosity/% 8

Initial pressure/MPa 20 Initial oil viscosity/cP 1

Initial water viscosity/cP 0.5 Initial oil density/(kg/m3) 850

Initial water density/(kg/m3) 1,000 Initial water content saturation/% 40
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rapidly in the later period. While the microcracks are too developed,
the microcracks are connected. The nature of large fractures is
exhibited, which strengthens the communicative bypassing effect,

causing the microscopic inhomogeneity to strengthen, the late oil
production decreases rapidly, and the water production increases
rapidly.

FIGURE 9
Numerical simulation result comparison chart.
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In summary, after considering the directionality of seepage
flow and the development degree of microcracks, the initial daily
and cumulative oil production is higher than the calculation
scheme without considering microcracks, and the difference in
water production and water content is not significant at the
initial stage. However, the water production of the reservoir
considering the microcrack feature in the later stage increases
significantly and rapidly, and the calculation results without
considering the microcrack feature. When the microcracks are
significantly developed, and the microcrack characteristic of
seepage is highly apparent, the production rate in the later
stage will decrease, even lower than the calculation result
without considering microcracks. Therefore, when the
microcracks are more developed, the initial production
capacity of the tight reservoir is increased. However, the later
oil production decreases faster, and the later water content
increases faster.

5 Conclusion

By studying the stress sensitivity of microcracks, permeability
anisotropy, and oil–water two-phase seepage patterns, the rules
used to describe microcracks in dense reservoirs are summarized.
A method for characterizing the development degree of reservoir
microcracks based on seepage characteristic parameters was
innovatively established, and the quantitative evaluation of
microcracks was realized. The following conclusions can be
drawn:

(1) Seepage characteristic parameters were used to characterize
microcracks in tight oil reservoirs for the first time. A seepage
model was formed by quantifying the reservoir permeability
directionality, relative permeability directionality, and stress
sensitivity of fluid pressure changes. A seepage characterization
method for microcrack reservoirs was established to make up for
the deficiencies of the seepage characterization method for
microcracks.

(2) The permeability change is divided into two stages for
microcrack cores. The first stage is when the fluid pressure
is slight, and the microcracks are closed under compressive
stress. At this time, the microcracks have limited influence on
the seepage capacity, and the permeability tends to increase
slowly with fluid pressure. The second stage is when the
microcracks open and the permeability increases rapidly, and
these two stages can be described using two straight lines, the
microcracks. The higher the degree of development, the
greater the slope of the straight line in the second stage.
For all cores, the permeability tends to decrease with
increasing axial pressure.

(3) The degree of microcrack development increases, the saturation of
irreducible water decreases, the saturation of residual oil increases,
the relative permeability of the oil phase decreases faster, and the
saturation of the water phase at the isotonic point decreases. The
relative permeability curve of the water phase undergoes an up-
convex–down-concave shape change. The absolute value of the
highest relative permeability of the water phase increases

significantly. When the seam formation permeability growth
rate is less than 66.83%, the degree of microcrack development
increases, and the two-phase co-infiltration zone increases in size.
The two-phase co-infiltration zone becomes narrower when the
seam formation permeability growth rate is more significant than
66.83%.

(4) Based on the modified black oil model calculation, it is shown
that microcracks can increase the cumulative oil production
when the development degree of microcracks is I. and II.,
with a production cycle of 3,000 days. When the microcrack
development degree is I., the daily oil output is always higher
than that of the matrix reservoir. When the microcrack
development degree is II., the daily oil production begins
to be lower than that of the matrix reservoir around
2,500 days. When the microcracks are highly developed,
and seepage characteristics of the microcrack nature are
too obvious, the production rate at the later stage
decreases and is even lower than the calculation results
without considering microcracks.
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